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This thesis addresses the issue of utilitarianism in planning
discourse in contrast with phenomenology. The first part
examines the tenets and rimitations of utilitarianism in
planning thought. The influence of utilitarianism,s "greatest
happiness for the greatest number" concept in rational
comprehensive planning is overviewed. The conceptual,
methodological and ethical limitations of utilitarianism in
planning are presented in the final section of part one.

Phenomenology is presented as an alternative school of thought
in planning in part two. rts subjectivistic 'common-sense,
approach at examining the everyday life-world is examined. How

phenomenology can contribute to planning thought is examined

through its tenets of subjectivity, common-sense and its open_

minded approach. phenomenology's goal of typification and of
bracketing preconceptions is also explored.

The central questions addressed are:

ABSTRACT

what is phenomenorogy? what are its basic tenets?How can phenom_enology help planning thought andpractice? How does phenomenotogy imfrove planning
knowledge?

A finar chapter deal-s with how phenomenology addresses
contemporary planning issues.
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Chapter I. Tntroduction

Within the current century, and at least up until the mid_
I1950s', it was commonly held that rational comprehensive

planning $ras a defensible criterion for evaruating planning
policies.'Rationality'

methodological parameters

of community objectives"2

on the 'public interest'.

By the mid-l950s, however, planners began Lo

credibility of the rational comprehensive moder.

his 1955 article entitl-ed

and 'comprehensiveness, set out
for measuring a,'single hierarchy
with a multiplicity of means based

Society--A Credo" alluded to the question that ,'it

rnterestingly, Hemmens craims that as late asmid-1980, the model continued as the "ruring planning theory,,.See Hemmens, G. C. "New Directions fn planníni fn.oii"-Jou.natof The Ameri"al. plunning A="ociation 4623 irseol,' zffi
iãã c. ,,pranning Theoryrn Retrospect: The process of paradigm change" JournaÍ of tnee#_ca n1!itute Of planners 43zi (.lanuáry ln

Grabow, step@an I'Foundations For A Radicalconcept of pranning" Journal of The American rnstilute ofPl-anners 39:2 (MarchrEõmffiTson of current planning rneoiies: counterparts Andcontradictions" Journat of The American plr""t"g À;, iation45:4 (October fg
Kuhn, Thomas s. The structure of scientific nevoruliãns 2nded.222 InternC.ti 

";;;(1e70). 

--

1

"The Planner In A

Journal Of The American
1965 ) :

assess the

Howard, in
Democratic

is healthy,

Altshuler:_l_1.r1 I'Tl" g93I: Of 
^Co_mprehensive 

planning,,
Institute Of planners 31:3 (euguãt



from time to time, for a profession to pause and consider
itself--what is it that we profess?"3 in leading to his
concl-usion that "since change wil_1 never cease--and, r,Je may

hope, change will always represent an improvement over the
previous condition--Master plans for change are futile if they
are regarded as ultimate qoals."4

Throughout this century, the rational comprehensive model has

been challenged. A number of alternative theories have been

presented. In the I960s, the questioning and assault continued
with Webber's 1963 articte, "Comprehensive planning And Social
Responsibility". Significantly, Webber del_ineated the 1960s

as a "Time For Re-Examination,'.5 on rationality, he claimed
that "improving capacity for rationality must be joined with
improving wisdom, "6 and that although ,'it is here that the
road forks, the one route leading to technocratic control by

elites, the other to guided expansion of individual f reedorn,,,7

15

Credo"
(19ss)

Howard, John
Journal Of

5 w"bb"., Mervin M. "comprehensive pranning And socialResponsibility: Toward An Arp consensus on The Þrofession,sRores And purposes " Journar- of The American piglgiÅg
Association 29z4 lNovemb

a iuia.

T. "The Planner In
The American Inst

6 inia.
7 iuia.

A Democratic Society--A
itute Of planners 2t:t



the map has often been misread and "those signposts are

false".B He Summarized his concern in claiming that "those who

would be planners must thereby be artists-scientists--no less

than that the so-ca11ed artist is thereby rigorous analyst of

the real world and that the so-caIIed scientist is thereby

imaginative and perceptive innovator. "9 This conclusion marked

a sharp departure from the well-known 'expert' rational

comprehensive planner of earlier years.

Other writers continued the barrage, reflecting and

criticizing planning practice. Piven, in reminiscing his

student years in the 1950s, exemplified the 'odd beliefs' that

held sway in the profession, "that planners did not take sides

in conmunity confticts, but rather worked for something

sometimes called 'the community as a wholer"'I0 and that

"another odd belief vüas concerned with what planners did to

advance the goats of the community as a whole. City planners'

we were taught, $¡ere the rational facilitators of urban

development . " 
1l

9

10

Journal

8 iuio. 236

ibid.

1975 ) : 308.

l'ì4¿ ibid.

Piven' Frances
Of The American

Fox "Planni
Institute Of

ng And CIass Interests"
Planners 41:5 ( September



From Piven and others rike him, it became clearly evident by

the 1970s that two major criticisms emerged against the model:

one against the notion of 'rationa| and the other against the
notion of 'comprehensiveness' .

contended planning vras either distinct from pure sciencel2 ot
that apptications of pure science to (i.e.) sociar planning
had neglected consideration of

'comprehensiveness', papers portrayed the falracy and mis-use

of the public interest concept.l3 rn short, the moder paradigm

L¿ *See Rittel, H. W. J. and Webber, ¡rt. M. ,'Dilemmas fn
A Generar Theo.ry o_f. pranning" poticy sciences 4:z (June 1973):155_169forthedistinction;ffi''DoingGoodAnd
Being Right: The pragmatic connection rn elanniñg Theory"
:rggrlal :o-{ Tþg Americalr planning Association 50: ã ( summãrJ-eB4): 335-345 concerning moraritt--ãñd--ÞõTitics and theconcepts of "doing right" and "being rightl,; Bo1an, Richards. rruapping The pranning Theory rerrãin,' in Godschaik, Davided. PLanning rn America: Learning From Turbulence Americanrnstit g¿ for ageneral discussion and Bol_an Op. cit. "Emerging Views OfPlanninqt'.

On 'rationality' , papers

values and ethics. On

rnterest: Two cases rn Metropolitan Decision-Making" Journal
9! TÞe_ èmerican_ Ingrirure o! planners_ 27 ¿2 (uáy fEÐ;107-118; Barton, Steph ution As, NÄneqqirrr

13 *See Ylvisaker, paul N. ,,Diversity And The public

107-118; Barton, Stepn ution As Näcessity,
Practice And Ideal" Journal- Of Plannino Edr¡caf ion Ànd Þocoarnhpractlce And rdeal" Journar of planning Education And nesearóh422 (December lgA¿l
notion of the public interest with modifications in Friäamann,
John "The Public lnterest And community participation: Toward
A Reconstruction of public philosophy" Journar or rne Americanrnstitute Of Plenqgrs_39:I (January ilZ

Iogy Of plann'ing,' ín gurchell, Robert W.and Sternlieb, George eds. Plannino Theorv In The 1gg0's TheCenter For Urban policy Rese rÃãV(1978): 213-233, and Moffitt, Leonard "val-ue rmplications ForPublic Planning: some Thoughts And euestions,' journal of The
èmer_ical f nstitute Of planners 41:6 (Novembe
rt is intereffiticle by Branch, t¿e1virIe c.

¿I



was highly criticized with the
theory was both 'in trouble'14 and in ,crisis,.f5

This thesis examines the utiritarian principle and its
limitations that has informed planning thought and practice.
As a divergence from the mainstay tenets of utilitarianism,
phenomenol0gy is presented as an ar.ternative. The advent of
the phenomenologicar schoor- of thought at the turn of the
century presents a possible arternative to pranning. rts
recognition of subjectivity and a common sense interpretation
of the everyday world are examined, and contrasted with
utilitarianism.

general consensus that planníng

The central questions addressed are:

what is phenomenorogy? what are its basic tenets?How can phenome_no_ióqV help planning thought andpractice? How does piienomeiroiogy i*jr"uå planningknowledge?

"critical unresolved problems of urban planningJournar of The American rnstitute of-piunnur" 44zr
the"twenty-three criticar- unresorved probrems of urbananalysis " .

I4 ÁrJ_eger,
Theories" Journal
(May r97 4l l-Tso .-

'lq" Dyckman,
rn BurcheI1, R.W.
1980's New Jersey

I'fartin
Of The

H. "Some
Amer ican

John W. "Three Crisis
and Sternlieb G. eds.n.d. 279-296.

5

New Directions
Institute Of

Analysis',
( January

first of
planning

Of American planning,,
Planninq Theorv In Tñe

For planninq
Planners A0zi



rn examining the problem, this thesis is divided into four
chapters including this introductory chapter: a) chapter rr
examines the utilitarian roots of modern planning and its
impacts; b) chapter rrr overviews the nature and major tenets
of phenomenology; c) chapter rv provides concruding remarks
on phenomenology and planning.



Chapter ff. Utilitarian Roots

I. Introduction

Although Jeremy Bentham's

Fallacies,

PoliticaI JurisprudencelT and

Principles Of Morals

scatteredry and unordered, his sense of society contrasted
sharply: it was to be an ordered corlection of individuar_s as
a single indivisible being with a single mind and witl.19 es

Of Modern plannin

he claimed in his famous fntroduction
community then is, what?--the sum of the
several members who compose j¡.,20

significant works, The Book of
1ETacticsr'" The limits of

16 Bentham,
(1791).

his

17 Bentham,-Jeremy The Limils of ¡@finedEverett' c. w. ed. corum@ess N.y. trg¿tË-
1B Bentham, 

-Jeremy An rntroduction To The principr-es ofMorals And Legisla!ion_ e
on ( I970 ) . *See ãf "o,. Bentham, Jererny

W of Morals end_r,egislaiióni"rrison, wilf red ed.Basir nIa@u¡. ' "¿¿!' 
-

19 *rn Manningr D. J. The Mind of Jeremy Þentham LongmanLondon (_1968 ) Manning cra iresseddesire of this body tñat brings the "fut" to r-ife.,, 7g.

i stat ionl8

fnt roduct ion

Jeremy Essavs On political Tactics London

v¡e re wr i t ten

To

the "interest of the

The

t^" Bentham op. cit. An rntrqduction To The princirrres ofMorals And LegisGEon-I9-

interests of the



Thus, since every man best knows his own interest in addition
to every man's interest counting for one and

no more than one, it follows that at any given time

this majority's estimation of its own desires must be

the "true estimation of the satiable desires of all."21
Utility, then,

pleasure, good

In short, there is no other standard but the

individuals in a calculus for aIl as exemplified

famous doctrine of "the greatest happiness of

numbe:-."22 A= Bentham claimed:

IS the production of benefit, advantage,

happiness.

I recognizer âs the all-comprehensive, and only
right and proper end of the Government, the greatest
happiness of the members of the community in
question: the greatest happiness--of all of them,
without exception, in so far as possible: the
greatest happiness of the greatest number of them,
on every occassion on which the nature of the case
renders the provision of an equal quantity of
happiness for every one of them impossible: it being
rendered sor by its matter of necessity, to make
sacrifice of a portion of the happine.rts of a few,
to the greater happiness of the rest. "

22 Rosen, Frederick Jerenly Bçntham And Representative
Democracv: A Studv Of the C
Oxford (I983): 201" *This was later reformed into the
"greatest happiness of the greatest number maximized.,' ibid..

23 Bentham, Jeremy parliamentarv Candidate's proposed
Decla r at ion O! P¡=i¡" lpt

B

2l Manning op. cit. 78.

judgement of

in Bentham's

the greatest



In sunmary, Bentham believed in an ordered society with a

,golden rule' to maximize decision-making. The interests of

'all' aS opposed to those of individuals' was deemed far more

important in making judgments. with the principte of

maximization introduced, the next section outlines the origins

of utilitarian theory and its scientific tradition.

II. Scientific Tradition In Planning

The importance of the natural sciences and mathematics to

Bentham cannot be underestimated. Growing uP in the era of

the Industrial Revolution in which the natural sciences. were

making rapid strides, h€ believed he developed a "principle

capable of serving for the establishment of a synthetic

science of the phenomena of moral and social 1ife."24 In

comparing his ethical investigations of the Princip1es25 with

pure mathematics, Bentham became a disciple of a very

24 F.rogran, Sir DeniS "The InteIlectual In Great Britain"
in Macdonatá, H. Malcolm ed. The Intellectual In Pqlr!rcs The
Humanities Research Center Of stin
(1966): 64.

25 gentham op. cit. An rntroduction To The Principles of
Morals And .Legislation.



scientific spir it.26

rn the scientific tradition, Bentham criticized existing
ethicar systems as dogmatic and without an objective criterion
for settling moral arguments. Existing ethical systems vrere

farsely based on customary, spontaneous and emotional actions.
simil-ar to the build-up of scientific laws, BenLham proposed
to "elucidate the proper procedure in questions of morality,
law and politics by demonstrating how complex problems may be

reduced to their constituent parts, and how each of these
might be tackted with the

generalisations. "27 "p"ar knowledger,, wrote Bentham, ,,depends

to a great degree upon being abl_e...to distinguish from each
other causes, obstacles, and uninfluencing circumstances ."28

Under the superiority of his own doctrine, a man,s knowledge

of the goodness and badness of actual pleasure and pain courd
be confirmed every time he experiences them since every man

can assess the varue of his actions from calculating the

the moral worl-d. His morar calculus wourd do for morals andlegislation what the Newtonian carculus did for the i.*" ofmotion and the science of the physical world in generaI.,,Steintrager, James Bentham Cornéft University pres's-Ithaca
N.Y. (1977)z l-2.

th *steint_rager claims that ,'he lvas to be the Newton of

aid of established

27 Manning op. cit. 11.

)açv Bentham Op. cit. The Book Of Fallacies

10

2I5.



quantity of pleasure and pain they produce. Human affairs

could, therefore, be based upon a premeditated calculation of

interest and consequence.29

As an orthodox empiricistr 30

knowledge of the external world consisted of mental images

and patterns printed on the mind by a continuous flot¡ of sense
2limpressions." "The business of knowing is simply a matter of

observation, inference and verification with a view to finding

out what things are Iike."32

29 ibid. 33. *Mi11 reflected this further on Bentham's
work: "wõiãÐ he thought' vrere perverted from their proper
office when they hTere emptoyed in uttering anything but
precise logical truth." See MilI, J.S. MitI On Bentham And
ðoleridge ieavis, F.R. intro. Chatto & W@
95.

Bentham believed that our

30 Bentham stated that "observation and experiment--in
these...may be seen the sources of aII real knowledge." See
Bowringr John ed. The Works Of Jeremy Bentham II Vols
Edinburgh William Tait (1938-1943): 116.

31 *The origins of empiricism need not be discussed at
length here. For reference, however, see especially Ayer' A.J.
Lanuoagg, TJuth 4nd _Log_ic Dover-.Publications N.Y" J-952
@ivistic view of knowledge; Hume, David A
Treatise õf guman Nature Selby-Bigge ed. oxford Universit!

e, John An Essay Concerning Human
Understanding Dent London (J-947 ) and Berkely' George Three
@een itvlas And philonou-s Turbayne., M. ed. ti5erãt

¿ ) concerning criticisms against
empi r ici sm.

4.,rz Manninq op. cit. 9.

11



Bentham, therefore' bel

thus devised the famous

measuring the relative values of proposed actions. Although

the concepts of pleasure and pain were intrinsic and not

necessarily empirically verified, Bentham felt that every man

held the experience of pleasure to be intrisically good, and

that of pain to be intrinsically evi1. Thus, "every man

ieved pleasures were quantifiable and

'felicific calculus'33 as a means of

is...under a moral obligation

diminish pain; and this affirmation

derived from the former axiom, that

pleasure and avoid pain because they desire the one and fear

the other. "34

This bold perception of human nature vras

accepted, however--even by Bentham himself.

confronted the notion of individual inference. How could

pleasures and pains be the same for everyone? Bentham,

himsel-f, noted that "in the same mind such and such causes of

to promote pleasure and to

pain or pleasure will produce more pain or pleasure than such

is one that cannot be

all men seek to pursue

33 *rt should be noted that the concept of hedonism is
similarty used as Bentham's felicific calculus. See, for
example, tlitche11, WesIey C. "Bentham's Felicific CaIcuIus"
in Parekh, Bhikhu ed. Jeremy Bentham: Ten Cri
Frank Cass London (TT74
"the view that pleasure is the only thing having intrinsic
va1ue, and that whatever else is valuable is so because it
results in pleasure." Hearn, Thomas K. Jr. ed. Studies In
Utilitarianism Appleton-Century-Crof ts N.Y. ( I-97I )ÆT.

not uncritically
An initial dilemma

34 ltanning op. cit. 23

L2



or such other causes of pain or pleasure: and this proportion
will in different minds be different."35

The solution, Bentham offered, lay in the "majority opinion,
for or againsL the action and its agent, Iwhich] will then be

the most ob jective that men can adopt . " 
36 ,'of this

constitution, " Bentham added, ,'the all-comprehensive object,
or end in view, is, from first to last, the greatest happiness
of the greatest number; namely , of the individuars, of whom

the political community, or state, of which it is the
constitution, is composed; strict regard being all along had

to what is due ro every other ...."37 utiritarianism thus

"seeks to open discussion about morality or immorality of a

given action and to settl-e that discussion by appealing to an

externar standard, namely, the feelings of those real- persons

whose interests will be affected by the consequences of the

pushpin Iis] as good as that of reading poãtry." smart', J. J.C. and Wil1iams, Bernard Utilitariañism: for And AgalnstCambridge (1973): 12. The aut ce forpoetry over pushpin is noL one of intrinsic vaIue, but ismerely one of extrinsic varue. perhaps strictly in itself andat a particular moment, a contented sheep iá as good as acontented philosopher. " l5.

36 ¡lanning op. cit. 23.

37 Bowring op. cit. 1B-I9.

I3



action. 't38

rn sunmary, Bentham provided a scientific calcurus of values

so that a moral agent (i.e. the planner) could have a reliable
means of discovering what should be done. rt is crear that the

scientific mode of thought pervades Bentham's works.

Rationality, empiricism and quantification thread his thesis.

III. The Impact Of Utilitarianism

rn linking Bentham's ideas to modern pranning, various authors

have argued that the rational-comprehensive moder- is the

application of utilitarian principles. AIias known as

'synoptic planning', this model has often been denoted as the

"dominant tradition, and the point of departure for most other
planning approaches."39 The fundamentar ingredients of the

model include:

(1) stabilized, weIl-known symbols ì (2) well-
understood rules of the game; (3) an available
objective perspective; and ( 4 ) opportunity fçrconsensual validation of decisions and actions. *t

39 Hudson, Barclay M. "Comparison of
Theories: Counterparts And Contradictions"
American Planning Association 4524 (October

40 Dyckman op. cit. 299.

3B Steintrager op. cit. 29.

L4

Current Planning
Journal Of The

t9791 z 388.



rn the dominant tradition, pranners have often been ascribed
as sociar scientists-cum-practioners in the arena of public
policy. Relating themsel-ves as methodologistsr planners often
subordinated theories of substance for theories of
procedur".4l This is perhaps best summarized in
noLe that:

lTlhe_re iF . paralleI between the present ubiquityof 'planning' and the conquest of eighteenth centur!
thought by 'reason,' or of nineteenthcentury though-tby'science.' ...The victory of 'science' has bÃenall but total--not over nonscience, but over theclear thinking that is based on meaningful
distinctions, which constitute an indispensãbleprerequisite +2 an efficient choice among policy
alternatives.'

394. rt is notabre that Hudson craims that "a pranneiwñõ-ïsprimarily a methodologist wirt likery be stück on one oranother of these revels of explanations. A planner who isgrounded in substantive theory, however, can press beyond thelimits of particurar methods to see proËrems ii theirgntirety." 394. See also, the interesting ãistinction berween
"theory-in-use" and "espoused theory" piesented in
Bolan op. pi!. "Emerg_ing views of plañning". rnterestingly,
Bolan concrudes that 'rthe orthodoxy of the óomprehensive prãnstirl- emanates from officiat announcements or the corpoiateprofession, and is stiII written into federal and state l_aws.
under multitudes of strains, however, the theory-in-use of theinstitutionalized profession seldom coincid-es with thisorthodoxy. " 263.

scient if ic
Petersen's

42

Jou r nal-
1966 ) :

Petersen, William "On Some l,leanings Of
Of . Tþe American Institute Of planners 32

15

Planning "
: 3 (May



Planning, therefore' became a technical activity justified by

its model-s and techniques. As Hoch states, "predictability and

probability become the criteria of effective p1ans. Proponents

of being right focus on the methodological or technical

qualities of ptanning activity, and they defend their actions

by referring to the validity and reliability of the analytical

procedures used to justify them. "43 Similarly, Dyckman adds

that "the planner has argued that he is capable of

understanding community values' that he understands (he may

even argue, uniquely understands) the environment in which

action takes place, and that he is capable of inferring from

these a 'public interest.' These ingredients, he feels' add

up to a composite rationality."44

Significantly, these ingredients have paved the way for

planners to rely on rational decision-making procedures

towards 'efficient' ends. Rittel and Vfebber state, for

exampJ-e, that as early as the "industrial ãgê, the idea of

planning, in common with the idea of professionalism, was

dominated by the pervasive idea of efficiency. Drawn from the

I8th-Century physics, classical economics, and the principle

of least-means, efficiency was seen as a condition in which

a specified task could be performed with low inputs of

43 Hoch op. cit. 335.

44 Dyckman op. cit. 2gg,

16



resources...planning !,74s then seen as a process

problem-solutions that might be installed
/l Ê'

cheaply. "=-

This, of course, was based on the "belief in the

'makeability,' or unrestricted malleability, of future history

by means of the planning intellect--by reasoning, rational

discourse, and civilized negotiation."46 Guided by "a set of

procedures, an attitude towards the use of information, and

above all for a commitment to rational ity,"47 an ethic of

rational action provided guidance to planning. fn short'

science converged into the planning professionalism to become

the established instrument for achieving the 'moraI purpose'48

of the greatest happiness for the greatest number.

of

and

To some, this convergence has promoted an 'intellectua1 elite'

in the planning profession. Rittel and Webber state, for

example, that "with arrogant confidence, the early systems

analysts pronounced themselves ready to take on anyone's

perceived problem diagnostically to discover its hidden

designing

operated

45 Ritterr and webber op. cit. 7.

46 ibid. s.

47 ibid.

Âa..o smith op. cit. 200.
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character, and then, having exposed its true nature,
skillfu11y to excise its root causes."49 Moreoverr pranners

articulated and directed their findings based on the 'public
interestr. According to Hoch, for example:

Those interested in doing good refer to planning as
a predominantly moral and political preõccupation.
T!"y justify planning activity in terms of the good
effect it will- have...in fact, most of the arguments
in defense of the master plan (and even the plan
with comprehensive plan) tended to rely heavily onprinciçIes that linked the plan with the puUtic
good. "

Thus, "with arrogant confidence, the early systems analysts
pronounced themselves ready to take on anyone's perceived

problem diagnostically to discover its hidden character, and

then, having exposed its true nature, skillfully to excise
its roots causes."51

l.Iith the backing of the 'public interest', planners led a

number reforms in housing52 and hearth against ,congestion,.

These reforms centered on imposing order in a 'chaotic worrd'

49 Rittel and webber op. cit. B.

50 Hoch op. cit. 335.

s1 rbid. 355.

Sweet And ltlaxwell London (1969¡ an
of Modern Town planning Routledge a Kegan paur t onãõñlTg67 ¡

52 *See especially Heap, E. An Outline Of planning Law
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by remolding sociar processes towards efficiency. Land ,r".53
policies and zoning, for example, were typicar examples in the
regulation of private property. similar reforms $¡ere attempted

through urban design as found in Howard's 'Garden city'54 and

Haussman's'City Beautiful' .55

documented and conmon

significant point here is
means to invoke order: incongruous land use, overcrowding and

other'public'crises were to be returned to a ,normalcy'of

an organic5T order of stoic harmonyr5B visual unity and civic

rr *See, for example, Babcock, R.F. The Zoning__qgmgUniversity of wisconsin Press Madison vùis. (ffi
H. Baltimore: Th.e- F_u_ildiqg of An Americar¡_Çi.!y Johns Hopkinspr. ique After The
Planners Simon And Schuster N.y. (1971).

in planning 1iteratur".56 The

that planning was a technocratic

54 Howard, E.
Ltd. London ( 1960 ) .

These attempts are well

55 *rnteresting insight into the goals of Haussman canbest be found in saalman, Howard ed. paris Transformed GeorgeBraziller N.Y. (1971) and nvenson, Nffiurv óf
change 1B7B-1978 yale university press lle@

"The Turbulent Eighth Decade: Challenges To AmericanPlanning" Journar of The American planning Association

Garden Cities Of Tomorrow Faber And Faber

U6 *A good historical sunmary can be found in HaIl,

( Summer 19
q?¿ ' *A discussion of organism

overview can be found in StalIey,
Spokesman For Man And The Environment

q,are *See , f or exe¡lp1e, Sitte, C.
To Artistic principleÈ. pnaidon press

): 275-334

as it
M. ed.
Rutgers

relates to this
Patrick Geddes:
@

r9

City Ptanning Accordingffi

Peter
Ci ty
55 3



grandeur. Decisions

significantly backed

IV. Contemporary Problems fn planninq

Despite the historicar impact on much of planning's tradition,
utilitarianism faces a number of conceptual, measurement and

ethical problems and limitations. First, critics maintain that
the goal of 'maximization' must be made crear. Lewis

eoncrudes, for exampre, that "until the pranner can say

precisely what it is that he is seeking to maximize (or
minimize) the use of optimizing techniques other than for
purely exploratory purposes is bound to result in a

'simple-minded' plan. "59 This methodological failing is
supported by Dyckman who states that "planners, dependence on

rationarity has sometimes proven less persuasive than the folk
knowledge of politicans and the experience of bureaucrats. rn
the pragmatic world of public program formulation, rational
decision theory does not count for much, but for planning it
is a tempting norm. "60 This is perhaps best summarized in
Ylvisaker's conclusion that:

towards reaching

by the utilitarian
this order

pr inciple .

were

"- Lewis, J. tfisused Techni=gues Jn lla"niProgramming Occas tre For Urban AndRegional Research University Of Manchester (1969).

Ánvv Dyckman Op. cit. Zgg.
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Touchstones have never been easy to find.... IT]he
metropolis assaul-ts two of our ethical Shangri-Ias,
(1) the idy1l of a homogeneous community insulated
by time and distance from conflicting value systems;
and (2) the conforting notion of a public interest
which like a jigsaw puzzle will unite self-interests
into a rational .qhole while leaving the pieces
severally intact. bI

Utilitarianism also faces the major problem of obtaining

complete information--through comprehensive analysis--to
achieve optimal planning.62 utilitarianismr âs vras shown

earlier, required decision-makers to have knowledge of
individual interests to formulate policy for the who1e.

Pleasure and pain were somehow identified and reckoned with
in calculating the hedonistic calculus. IL can be assumed,

then, that in order to anticipate aI1 questions (in order to
anticipate all information required for resorution ahead of
time) all knowledge of all conceivable interests must be

collected. But, is this possible? Although critics such as

Smart and WilIiams recognize the appeal of the utilitarian
cal-cuIus, they summarize that:

tUltilitarianism has an appeal because it is, at
least in its direct forms, a one-principle system
which offers one of the simptest and most powerful

62 *A discussion of various levels of problems can be
found in Carwright, T.J. "Problems, Solutions And Strategies:
A contribution To The Theory And Practice of pranning" Journal
Of The American Institute Of Planners 39:3 (¡{ay t973): IEt-

2I

61 Ylvisaker op. cit. 107.



methods possible for eliciting a result.... It does,
however make enormous demands on supposed empiricalinformation, about people's prefeieìces, añO thatinformation is not only largely unavaitable, but
shrouded in conceptual difficulty; but that is seen
in _the light of a technical or pratical difficulty,
and utilitarianism appeals to a frame of mind inwhich technical difficulty, even insuperable
technical difficulty, is preferable to moralunclarity, no doubt because it is less alarminq^(That frame of mind is in fact deeply fooIish.... )o,

rn recognizíng the limitations of collecting information on

the public interest, scholars have revised the mode1. Without
extensive elaboration here, these are werl known in the
modified rationar models of Lindblom's64 'root' approach of
'disjointed incrementarism' and the criticisms by simon,65

caiden and wildavskyr66 r'riedmann6T and schoeffler,s6S earry

F.Av= Lindblom, Charles E. The Intelfigen.e Of De*o.r"cfDecision Makitg T,!rrough Uutua
m, C. e. St:g.!.gglOf Decision Free Press N.y. (1963).

Á? Smart And Williams Op. cit. I37.

65 simon, Herbert
Press N.Y. ( 1957 ) .

Ê, ç,vv Caiden, Naomi and Wildavsky, Aaron
Wi ley-InLer scienceN.Y. (r974).

67 Friedmann,
Transactive Plannino

Administrative Behavior

John Ret rack ing _Ame-ricg¡ A Theory Of
Oouble
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work.69

Despite these modifications, critics such as Klosterman claim
that "there is no general defininition of
interest' which could be adopted as a measure or guide for
proposed actions. Those who use the phrase to justify some

specific action assume that carrying out the action wirl
automatically add what it provided to the definition of publíc
interest...besides the ilrogic of creating and defining a

condition by adding up the prescriptions which have been

written for it without knowing its nature...would be so

lengthy and torruous

serve as a practical measure or referent."70 *'ttel and webber
add that as

heterogeneous

68

Rat i onal

high-scaIe societies become increasingly
and differentiated, unitary conceptions of the

Áo *A good
found in Hoch
"Emerging Views

the 'public

an accumulation that it could hardlv

Schoeffler, S. "Towards A Central DefinitionAction" Kyklos 7 (I954): 248-265.

re qf p1=enlers 4623 (Ju1y

'7rì
Klosterman, Richard A. "A pubric rnterest criterion',

science have at-tempted to def ine the ,'public interest,, buthave encountered. similar probrems in thèir searcrr. sã., forexample' schubert, Glendon TÞe_lgþric rnteresL Free press N.y.

summary of these various alternatives can be
Op=. eit. , Hudson Op. cit. , Bolan Op. cit.OE-Þlanñing" and AlËxan?er op. .it..--

) : 326.

(1960); Held,. virginia tnffi ena rnaiviouarïnterests Basic Books N.
Ba-ñEC]ã; EdwardHanrreld' Edward c. politics, plqnning And The public
Tl!gIçst: rng f=ase or

arrous writers, from the

Y. trgz

of

e
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public welfare are anachronistic and pre-industrial. They

state that:

We do not even have a theory that tel"ls us how tofind out what might be considered a societally beststate. We have no theory that te11s us whatdistribution of the social product is best...there
i? no ag_gre_gate measure for the welfare of a highly
diversified society, if this measure is claimeð tôbe objective and non partisan. Social science hassimply been unable to uncover a social-welfarefunction that wourd suggest which decisions wouldcontribute to a societally best state. Instead, we
have had to rely upon the axioms of individualism
that underlie economic and political theoryr
deducing, in effect, that the larger-public welfaie
derives from summation of individualistic choices.
And yE\, $7e know that this is not necessarily
so....'*

As a partial sorution, various attempts have been made to
measure quantitatively the public interest thar are

"demonstrabry reriable; sufficiently precise for comparison

over time for a single city and arso among different cities;
and acceptable as a basis for executive, regislative, and

judicial decisions."72 'social indicatorsr, for example, have

been proposed as a statistical measure of the public interest.
l'lodern economists have arso suggested that 'utilities' can be

measured by the observation of individual ordered preferences

of goods and social states.

7I Rittel and g{ebber op. cit . 24-25.

72 Branch op. cit. 49.
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Yet' although these attempts aim at "collecting a1l_ the
avairable facts and drawing responsibre conclusions, relating
expertiser prornoting goals and collaboration among those
concerned with urban development, and formulating plans for
the future which can contribute significantly to
identification of the pubric interest and achievement of the
good life in metropolitan areasr"73 they cannot be claimed to
define the preferences of the pubric. euantification or the

"expression in numbers does not make them intrinsicall_y more

accurate or meaningful if their derivation is imprecise, if
their significance is timited because they represent only one

aspect of the municipal condition, or because their usefulness
depends on interrelationships with other urban elements which

cannot be determined reliably. "74 rn short, similar to
criticisms put forward by advocates of anti-scientistic
approaches' the "classical UtiliLarian doctrine has been found
to be unworkable because it is impossibre in practice to
measure' eompare, or aggregate preasures and pains which are

Development: The Adaptation of Form To runðtion', Journar of
Tlp Ter+ga1 hqiir 2ez3 (Aususr 19631 : i5a;6rr snourcl atso be noted that the first words of the Americanrnstitute of pranner's first canon are "a pranner serves thepublic interest primariry." For further refèrence, see BranchOp. cit.

?? Beckman, Norman ,,Our Federal System And Urban

74 Xlosterman Op. cit. "A Public Interest Criterion,, 326.
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only mental states of individuals."75

rnterestingry, these criticisms touch on the extensive debate
of the validity of empiricism itself. For our purposes, it is
sufficient to recognize the contention that ',man is frequently
irrational in his moral thinking."76 Although the ordinary
man may think he can weigh up probabilities in making
prudential decisions, it does not mean that there is rea]ly
any sense in what he is doing. If this were the case, a method
of numerical probabilities could in theory, be assigned to any
imagined future event. smart and williams point out, for
example, that:

Iclan we give a numerical varue to the probabilitythat a new r,rar wi Il break out , that ã proof ofFermat I s l-ast theorem wi rr be f ound r ot that ourknowl.edge of geneticar linkage in humán .hro*o"omeswill be much improved in the _ñext five y"u.=? surely
it is mea_ni-ngress to tark of a numerióai vatue forthese probabilitiesr ând it is probabilities of thissort with which we have to dear in our *o..i IiÃ-.77

To Master pl-ans, t{off itt adds that "the social and ecol0gieal

75 ibid.

76 Smart and }lilliams

77 ibid. 39.

Op. cit. 40.
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systems we r-ive in are anything but rine¿¡.,,78 consequently:

Master prans for change are futile if they areregarded as representations of ultimate goals.- tneymake sense only as symbors of mirestoneã of futureprogress. Andr since goals crystallized intospecific terms such að housin! densities orplayground standards are arso sure to shift as timegoes by' .such goals embodied in r¡taster plans are19ss _significant as absorutes than as measures ofthe direction of desirable planned change. Let usbe careful r âs we draw our maps and issue ourreports, not to mislead eithef our clients oroursel_ves that we offer the final answer. /9

rn summary' planning's utilitarian Iegacy has been criticized
for negrecting 'human' criteria of values and subjective
concerns. Like politicians and others who attempt to serve a

broad public inLerest, "vrithout direct contact with the people
served' technical elites (or power elites) tend to typify
people and derive stereotyped images of what is called ,the

community' or 'the general publicr, thereby creating a wide
chasm in the planning process.,'80

Rational planning models requ

amounts of information which

78 ¡aoffitt op. cit. 4oo.

79 Howard op. cit. 64.

29.
Rô Bo1an Op. cit. "Mapping The
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social sciences. Not only is the collection of al1 information
necessarily desirable, it is in reality impossible because of
the constant dynamics of individual preferences and values.

V. Problems Of A Neutral pfanning Action Role

Arthough Bentham did not envisage the evolution of pranners
in his focus on legisrators, he advocated representative
democracy and the election of neutral decision-makers. rn his
intention, planners would be politicalry neutral in making

decisions for 'the community as

facilitators of urban development, planners' special role was

to assess the needs and goals of the city over time, to survey
relevant action alternatives in the areas of l_and use and
physical development, and to assess the future impact of these
aLternative development strategies on community goa1s.

Historically this has been the case

association with the dogmas of municipal

inherent antipolitical bias. Hudson claims,

a whole' . As rational

Politics is stilr a dirty word despite attempts toclean it up. rts association with planning prèsentsthe same image of incongruity and bad taste as theward boss arm in arm with the city manager. Likecivil service, planning has reflecteã a civic virtueof weak constitution, requiring special protectionfrom the rude hands of the uneneiightenêd and the

with planning,s

reform and its
for example that:
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sel-f isn.81

The implications of this have profoundly effected planning
roles. First, as Howard states, "in drawing the organization
chart, the planner must never be put into position to decide
the goals for his pranning."B2 Moreover, piven adds in his
reflection of planning in the 1950s that "it was also not true
that pranners played a large rore in the decisions that shaped

the form of our cities."83 Thus it can be assumed that
Benthamrs berief in representative government undermined

contemporary interpretations for an active pranning role since
rrit seems to be contrary to the idears of representative
government and the protection of individual liberties for
non-elected professional planners to use concepts such as the
public interest to impose their views on the public at
l-arge. " 84

Notwithstanding, pranning evorved rike a civil service,
depending on its "limited efficacy on a special brand of

81

Metropol
Planne r s

Long, Norton E. "Citizenship Or Consumership Initan Areas" Journal of The American rnstitutè of31 1 (Februa

82 Howard op. cit. 64.

83 Piven op. cit. 3oB.

84 Xl-osterman Op. cit. ,'A public Interest Criterion,, 324.
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poritics, the politics of a do-gooding e1ite, of middle-class
respectabirity, of newspaper support, and of a widespread

acceptance that planners have a special wisdom akin to that
of Platonic philosopher kings."B5 under this berief, the
politics of planning have resided mainly in the development

and implementation of the Master pl-an under the conviction
that planners service to "the benefit of arr."86 rdears of
the fabted 'super-planner' , empowered with aI1 the knowledge

and skills for planning for others were conmon, and formed

"more or less unconscious elitism. "87 consequentryr pranners

worked towards campaigning the press and civic elite for the
adoption of their rationally-developed p1ans.

Nevertheless, the internal relations between pranners and the
implementers or decision-making elite have evoked criticism
against notions of "value-free, true-false,,BB pl"n". First,
it was recognized that pl-ans are poricies and poricies, in a

democracy at any rate, spe11 po1itics.89 rn the broadest

85 Long op. cit. 167.

86 Piven op. cit. 3oB.

87 Dyckman op. cit. 294.

89 *Dyckman states
cannot escape potitics,
cit. 295.

aove Ritte1 and Webber Op. cit. 26.

that "pJ-anning is in politics, andbut it is not politics.,' Dyckman Op.
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sense, plans represent political_ philosophies of the good life
and therefore, "no longer can the planner take refuge in the

neutrality of the objectivity of the personally uninvolved

scientist. His plans are action programs that are in no sense

value-neutral in the large."90 Thus, the presence or absence

of some adequate conception of the good life determines the

moral basis of the community and the clairn to power on the

part of its leadership. According to Rittel and Vlebber, ',the
classical paradigm of science and engineering--the paradigm

that has underlain modern professionalism--is not applicable

to the problems of open societal systems...the cognitive and

occupational styles of the professions--mimicking the

cognitive style of science and the occupational style of
engineering--have just not worked on a wide array of social

land philosophical l proble*s. "91

Moreover, in contrast to synoptic planning which "typically
creates a division of labor between planners (experts) and

politicians--a split which casts planners as technicians who

can simply ignore politicat considerations of the public

90 Long op. cit. 'rPlanning And politics
Development" 168.

91 Rittel and Webber op. cit. 9-10.
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interest ,"92 planners, it is argued, are not merely searching

for technical relationships and objective realities to the

excl-usion of subjective and emotional discussion. planners,

it is argued, are committed to a set of values since the

"expert is also the player in a political game, seeking to
promote his private vision of goodness over others."93

Similarly, organizational theorists suggest that the

institutions and organizations where planning takes place and

where decisions are made do not conform to the premises of the

rational moder either. The political actors (i.e. planners and

legislators) can rarely can be thought of as purely rational
actors. Rather, "organizational decision making and behavior

may be the result of bureaucratic politics, organizational

'satisficing' , or even the simple limits of individual and

institutional attention and information processing capability,
leading to decision making 'by avoidance ' .u94 This especially
becomes evident when the Master Plan, once adopted becomes

"hoIy writ" in a "battle...fought along the lines of piecemeal

93 Rittell and Webber Op. cit. 27. *An excellent
theoreticar discussion from Karr ¡lannheim's writings
concerning "functionar rationality" and the "intelligensia"can be found in Zeitlin, Irving ¡'1. fdeology And The
Development of Sociological Theórv prffi
Englewood Cliffs N.J. (I968) Chapter 16.

94 Alexander op. cit. 64.
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92 Hudson op. cit. 3g2.



engagements as the facts

and the tastes of

desecration"95 to the or

This argument has often been found in the writings of critical
theorists who contend that advocates of comprehensive planning

are "committed to the values of growth and development, and

to the economic and political interests in the city that
prospered through growth and development. Planners did indeed

take sides and they sided with the pov/erful, with city
builders."97 Marcuse, for example, believes rationalization
is a guise for establishing the conditions for a positive rate

of accumulation. He states that:

of power, the pressures of

the populace force
96rg].naI plan. - -

economics,

patchwork

The planner seeks to intervene to restore 'balance'
but the'balance'...is that which is necessary to
reduce civil strife and to maintain requisite
conditions for the steady accumulation of
capital. . . . IT]he role of the planner, then,
ultimately derives its justifcation and legitimacy

95 Long op. cit.
Development" 167.

96 *Hudson states that this is even the case in the
non-adoption of plans. He claims that 'trational comprehensive
planning is vulnerable to the criticism that its plans never
reach the stage of implementation. Master Plans are written
and filed away, except in rare cases when vast new sources of
funding become available in lumps and allow the planner to
design programs from scratch, thus putting real clout into
Government-by-Master-Plan.rr Hudson Op. cit. 393.

97 Piven op. cit. 3oB.

" P1ann i ng And Politics In Urban
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in intervening to restore that balance whichperpetuates the existing order. . . . IT]he wholetradition of planning is progressive in that theplanner's commitment to the ideology of socialharmony...is perverted or corruputed in some way-
always puts the planner in the role of 'righter ófwrongs', 'corrector of,jmbalances' and 'defender ofthe public interest. ,YÕ

similarly, Klosterman craims that pranners attempt ',to promote

a collective pubric interest reveaLed to serve primarily the
needs of civic and business elites ,u99 and that their
"attempts to employ scientific techniques and professional
expertise are seen as hetping legitimate state action in the
interest of capital by casting it in terms of the public
interest,

rationality. "log

9lhether or not the critical theorists's arguments are to be

accepted is of less significance than the understanding that
the rational planning model has come under severe attack for
failing to recognize the fundamental_ constraints on

organizational decision-making and the inherently political
and ethical nature of planning practice.

neut ral profess ional i sm,

T! Planning" Journal of The American rnstitute bf planners
42:3 (July l-97

oa-" Marcuse, Peter "professional Ethics And Beyond: varues

99 Klosterman, Richard E.
Planning'r To!^ln Planning Review

and scienti f ic

roo ibid.

"Arguments For And Against
56:8 (1985): 13-14.
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VI. Ethics In planninq

fn addition to the problems outtined above, Utilitarianism
faces three problems of an ethicar- nature: integrity,
consequentialism and the future. As previously stated,
util-itarianism is inadequate in its attempt to provide a

value-free decision-making device. Based on given intrinsic
notions of man, utilitarians foltow that what is the 'greatest
good for the greatest number' is always the right choice.
This, however, is questionable in itself.

Consider, for example, a planning decision that invol-ves
measures which cause misery and death to tens of mirlions
today wourd resurt in saving greater misery and from death
hundreds of mirtions in the future. under utiltarianism,
necessary atrocities that sacrifice tens of millions today
would be carried out for hundreds of milrions of tomorrow.
Yet ' this is alr under the questionable certainty of the
future--that hundreds of milr-ions would be saved in time. This
assumption would be a truth only to the utiLitarian if this
were empirical fact. Given this logic, and the belief that
truth is never sacred (i.e. paradigms), such a sacrifice wouLd

not necessariry bring about the desired utopian result. This
point can be easily grasped from even a cursory examination
of past technological advances that cannot be rinearilv
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graphed and predicted. r.rho would know, for example, that a

panacea of the future would have saved millions sacrificed
earlier. rn short the progress of science and technorogy could
yierd many cases positivety deviant to the end result.

The goar of greatest preasure over pain is also not
necessarily the correct one at the individual 1eveI. smart and
williams present a strong illustration of this point in their
reference

elect rodes

characteristics of pleasure when a current
an el-ectrode:

to an imaginary pleasure process of penetrating
in various regions of the brain

suppose...that a man courd (and wourd) do his fulIshare of work in the office or the factory and comeback in the evening to a few hours of contentederectrode work, without bad aftereffects. This wouldbe his greatest pleasure, and the pleasure would beso intrinsicarly and so easiry refeatable that itslack of fecundity would not mattei. rndeed perrralãby this time human arts, such as *eãicinä,engineering, agriculture and architecture will havebeen_brought to a pitch of perfection sufficient toenable most of the human rãce to spend most of itstime el-ectrode operating without 
"o-*p"n"ãting 

painsof starvation, disease and squalor. Would this bea satisfactory state of society? woul-d this be themillennium toi¡ards which we hai¡e been striving?
{wle just do not want to become erectrode operators.
we want other things...v/e are not satisfieci at ùi;;tord that we would be in a certain state fromtomorrow onwards, even though we may know that fromtomorrow onwards $7e ånould be perfectly

to elicit behavior

is passed through
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satisfied.10l

On the issue of consequentialism, certainly the brutalization
of tens of millions cannot be justified for the future. of
course, if one were a utilitarian in the greatest sense, this
shourd not matter--no integrity is necessary for such a

sacrifice. Yet, is this necessarily right? To the moralist,
such a sacrifice would not be.

Related scenarios that face pranners can be found in
biological engineering towards deveropment of a ',super
species" and positive eugenics (the search for methods to
increase the interligence of the whole human race). one simple
scenario can be found in the imaginary case of a sheriff
making a decision in after a murder in a small town. suppose

the sheriff could prevent a riot from developing in which

hundreds would likely be kirred by framing and executing a

scapegoat. under utilitarianism, the execution wourd be

granted for the saving of hundreds of Lives that would

outweigh one innocent individual. yet, again, as in the above

cases, such a sacrifice is not morally right for justice is
not entered into the decision to execute.

101 Smart and lvilliams op. cit. 2O-zL.
further purported through tneï?- concept of r

pages 82, 99 and 103 for further reference.

3l

*This idea is
integrity'. See



In conclusion, planning's utilitarian legacy faces numerous

problems in its legacy of 'valuelessness' and amorality.l02

Since the values of individuals continually change,103 any

quantitative approach to value reckoning applied linearily
(i.e. as in predicting the future) is false hood.

In short, utilitarianism l-oses the criteria of 'people':

IP]eople are people, and not logical machines...they
wilI accept change slowly r ând not alwayp^, the
'right' changes, or for the 'right' reasons."=

l-02 *An excellent discussion against comprehensive
planning for the public interest can be found in the arguments
by the anti-planners. To a J-arge extent, their criticisms are
against the imposition of planner's values on others as in
Howard's Garden Cities, 'grand designs' and rationality. See,
f or example, Ehrnan, Robert "The Anti-Planners: The
Conteporary Revolt Against Planning And Its Significance For
Planning History" in Cherry, Gordon E. ed. Shaping An Urban
World Mansel Publishers London (1980¡:2TS-@
.lane the Death And Life Of Great American Cities Random House
N.Y. er Alfred A.
Knopf N.Y. (1970) and Levi-strffi Tropi_ques.
Antheneum N.Y. ( 1967 ) .

L03 *Ylvisaker confesses, for example, that "it is this
characteristic of the modern metropolis which most intrigues
and troubles me--its constant division into insulating
compartments of life brought on by the unending efforts of its
citizenry to break an almost incomprehensible diversity into
understandable and manageable pieces of homogeniety. "
Yslvisaker Op. cit. 108. See also, Bolan Op. cit. 'rEmerging
Views Of Planning" 234 and Bol-an Op. cit. "Mapping The
Planning Theory Terrainn 29.

104 Howard op. cit. 64.
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Chapter III. The Phenomenological Alternative

I. Introduction

In Chapter One, the planning discipline vras discussed to be

in'crisis'. The'trouble'1ay in its failing to acquire a

solid founding theory of guidance at resolving methodological

and ethical problems.

Two articles in the Journal Of The American planninq

Association have hinted at the possibility of a significantly
divergent theoretical option. Krieger's insightful J-97 4

article, entitled "Some New Directions F'or Planning Theories,,l

recognizes the problem planning faces that each effort at
providing new solutions 'is more tragic as the quality gets

better and the circles become more vicious."2 As a possible

solution, the article introduces phenomenology with language

philosophy, linguistics and social studies. However, only

brief introductory sunmaries of major works on the subject are

provided without a substantive detailed presentation.

More recently, Lim and Arbrecht reintroduced phenomenology in
their 1987 article entitred "A search For An Alternative

I oTh" f ulI ref erence is Krieger, l{artin H. ,,Some New
Directions For Planning Theories" Journal Of The American
Institute Of Planners 40:3 (¡,lay J-97 4 ) t 156:163.

.,
' ibid. 156.
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Planning Theory: Use Of Phenomenlogy".3

their treatise, claiming that:

[I]n the area of the planning process, insofar as
planning is viewed as a process concerned with
intervention and reform, ân effective professional
practice requires a framework and theory of human
action that deals with the constitution of values'
intersubjectivity, and critical self-reflection.
Phenomenology, in the tradition of Husserl and
Schutz, provides a useful framework and theory to
reconstruct knowledge in plranning dealing with
values and intersubjectivity. =

Considerable attention to the social phenomenologist Schutz's

experiential action and the narrow application of

phenomenology and the environment is the mainstay of the

article. LittIe is presented in the way of directly

counterposing the major tenets of phenomenology with

utilitariani=*. 5

The authors, Iimit

Given the apparent hiatus in tinking phenomenology to planning

theory,' this Chapter explores phenomenology as an alternative
grounding to utilitarianism in planning.

3 l,i*, Gi1l-Chin and A1brecht,
Alternative Planning Theory: Use Of
Architectural And Planninq Research

5 *A1though Lim and Atbrecht do not take a position on
utilitarianism per se, they claim its close derivative is a
'division'. This division is the "scientific approach' which
favours the use of positivism...." ibid. 14.

6 *rt should be noted that the articles were written 13
years apart in L974 and 1987.
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What follows is an examination of phenomenology's major

methodological and ethical principles. llajor areas include:

a) the importance of subjectivity; b) the common sense

approach:. c) the open-minded method; d) the goal of

typification; e) the method of brackeLing; f) the role of

experience and g) the confirmation of typifications by social

action. These topics wilI be synthesized as a possible

grounding for planning theory in Chapter IV.

II. The Oriqins Of Phenomenology

Phenomenology's major contributor was Edmund Husserl who wrote

six voluminous works entitled the Logical Investigations at

the turn of this century.T Through these works, Husserl

conceived a founding movement that shunned traditional and

doctrinaire investigations of phenomena. It was his intention

to supplant all previous modes of inquiry including

traditional science.

Husserf's central thesis lay in the simplicity of conmon-

7 *H,r=""rI's Volume I and II provide good foundational
insight to phenomenology. See, especially, Husserl, Edmund
Logical Investigations VoI. I.--Prolegomena To Pure Logic
Findlay, J. N. trans. Humanities Press N.Y. (1900) and
Husserl, Edmund LogTcaI Investigations Vol. Ir--On The Theorv
Of Wholes And Parts Findlay, J. N. trans. Humanities Pressw
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sense inquiry of the everyday worl-d8. rt was his belief that
the everyday worrd was finarity and totarity and ray prior to
all theorizing: "that which is seen cannot be explained âwâtr

and is the final standard
othought . " -

with this notion, Husserl sought to deconstruct built theories
and logical positivi=*.10 rt \,ras his conception that such

theories were artif icial and circular since they r^¡ere founded

on mathematical- and logical assumptions and not of direct
intuitive inquiry. such theories were al-so never 'true', since
they vrere based on the "prejudiciar imposition of conceptual

in al-1 truly philosophical

Q" *The phenomenlogical German cl_aim 'Zu den Sachen!' (,To
the things ! ' ) is commonly cited and used i@ withthe 'mundane' and the 'intramundane'.

9 Farber, l,larvin The 4ims Of phenomenology: The Motives,
Methods, And Impact

tg *rt shourd be noted that Husser1,s attempt was neither
completed by Husserl himsel-f nor followed out systematically
by his leading disciples. As Casey and Carr claim:
The most frequent and successfur use of the phenomenological
method came from its apprication in areas only peripheially
rel-ated to natural science , rogic t or mathemat iõs . ir¡us théaffinity between phenomenology and these disciplínes wastypically neglected or even denied. phenomenorogy andespecially its existential outgrowths often became assóèiatedwith radically anti-scientific--or more accurately, anti-scientistic--currents of modern thought.

carr' David and casey, Edward s. eds. Exprorations rn
3h?ngmel?I=o€å: Papers Of the Society For- ph@

5.
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and ideational frameworks upon that experience. "11 Based

purely on the build up mathematical- relations at the exclusion
of examining the common-sensical everyday world, traditional
science does not have a basis for simple qualification making

it impossible to prove arl presuppositions. Deveroping fu11

explication of assumptions underlying scientific laws is
impossibre since "as meanings are revealed, the assumptions

being made in the analysis must also be explicated, and this
further explication, involving additionar assumptions, would

also need to be explicated, and so on ad infinitum."l2 The

interpretation of an event or text depends on an infinite set
of interpretations. rn short r phenomenologists criticize
traditional- science for obscuring the basic conmon-sense

reality of the everyday wor1d.

Husserl-'s theory is thus exceptional and differs profoundly
from conventional philosophies. Formal definitions and

postulates of mathematico-empirical- deduction are not
pertinent in phenomenological inquiry. According to g{arsh, for
example:

'tltt Attig, Thomas "Existentiar- phenomenotogy And AppliedPhilosophy" in Hamrick, Witliam S. ed. phen-omenoloqv fnPractice And Theory Martinus Nijhoff tñe Haffi
ffiarvin "values And The scoþe oÈ sciäntificInquiry" in Natanson, Maurice ed. phenomenoloqy And Social
lgaritv: n?piy?,r f elTied
The Hague (1970): t6 and Kuh- @.

12 Psathas, George 'r Introduction,, in psathas, George ed.
Phgnomelo-l=ogigcl_sociglogv : rssues And Applications John-wiEy
& Sons N.Y. (1973): 11.
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The phenomenologist,
phenomenal-ist, examines and then describes phenomena
as they present themselves, studiously avoiding
assumptions, prejudices and presuppositions of any
kind while doing so. Ir]ne ultimate source of all
statements is a 'seeing' of the things irunediately
given in consciousness (without any effort to decide
whether the thing that is there is a reality or an
appearance). The phenomenological method consists
in pointing to what is given and elucidating it. It
elucidates it by pointing to the necessary and
invariant features, the,qssential structure, or
'essence' , of the object. tJ

Thus, in contrast to conventional empiricism, rationality and

sciencer phenomenological inquiry has been termed a 'nev/
1Âempiricism'r'= that demands a "radicar reversar of our total

as opposed to the

existence reaching i
sci ent i fi caI Iv-immediate

well as the disposition of our life lying at the basis of atI
scient i f ic

13

Chapman

nto our depths, a change of every pre-

14 *zun"r states that phenomenology ,,is 'transcendental,,
one can sâ!r because it is foundational, seeking to uncover
and explicatively to analyze tñê necessary presupþositions of
every actuar and possible object and process of consciousness,
leading ultimately to the grounds for phirosophical reflection
itself. It is therefore also 'idealism' becauser ês criticism,
it is obriged to turn to consciousness itself as a complex of
acts and processes by and through which aLone are objects of
any and all types whaLever presented, experiencedr or
otherwise made known...." Zaner, Richard M. 'rOn The Sense Of
Method rn Phenomenology" in pivcevic, Edo ed. phenomenology
And_ Pþilosophical understanding cambridge univGrsîty press
Cambridge (1975): 140.

4¿*

t radi t ionally-phi losophical

Walsh, Martin J.
London (1985) 519.

comportment to worl_d and things as

A History Of Philosophy

attitudes of

Geoffrey



knowledge."15 rh" next

distinctive tenets.

III. Central Tenets Of Phenomenology

I. The Importance Of Subiectivitv

The idea that private experience is the sole foundation of
knowledge pervades al-1 works on phenomenology. This, Husserl

often cited, was his "first principle of cognition',16 or the

'natural attitude'.17 Although a disconcerting fact is that
philosophers who regard themselves as 'phenomenologists' often
radically differ in their handling of key philosophical

issues, they are united on the principle that the analysis of
experiences must be from the point of view of those who have

them. The view that the meaning-structure of human action is
from the "standpoint of man as actor (that is, as attaching
meaning to his action) rather than spectator, rrlg is

sections elaborate phenomenology's

15 Fink, Eugen 'rWhat Does The phenomenology Of Edumund
Husserl Want To Accomplish?'r in SaIIis, John ed. Research ln
Phenomenology Vol. II Humanities Press N.y. tTllZjz-6"

16 Bidney, David "Phenomenological l,lethod And The
Anthropological Science Of The Cultural Life-Wor1d in Natanson
Op. cit. Phenomenol-ogy And The Social Sciences 109.

Op. cit. Phenomenology And Social Reality: Essays
Of A1fred Schutz 186.

17 Voegelin, Eric "The Eclipse Of Reality" in

1Q-" Jung, Hwa YoI 'rA Critique Of The Behavioral persuasion
In Politics: A P_henomenological View" in Natanson Op. cit.
Phenomenology And The SociaI Sciences 145.
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consistently he1d. All phenomenologists believe the human

subject possesses the ultimate capacity of being a "knower,

inquirer and moral agent."19 The actor, "being the principle

source of

endowment

conscious experience or inner perception."20

information about the social worId, has the primal

of meaning and verification through immediate

Consequently, in contrast to empiricism, phenomenology avoids

the illicit assumption of the validity of the deductive model

of science.2l The J-ogical positivistic22 ="purution of fact

19 *Cahoone claims that phenomenology "is the only
rational- systematic inquiry into the essential structures of
al-I phenomena and the acts of consciousness in which the
phenomena appear--e.g.r pêrcêption' imagination, mêmorlr
etc.." Cahoone, Lawrence E. "The Interpretation Of Galilean
Science: Cassirer ConLrasted With Husserl And Heidegger"
Studies In History And Philosophy Of Science 17 1 (1986): 5.

20 *H,-,"=erlian perception is explored in detail in Drost,
l,lark P. "The Primacy Of Perception In Husserlrs Theory Of
Imagining" Philosophy And Phenomenological Research 50 3
(March 1990): 569-582.

2l *rhis argument is highlighted in Pietersma, Henry 'rThe
Problem Of Knowledge And Phenomenology" Philosophy And
Phenomenological- Research 50 1 (September 1989): 27-47.
Pietersma clarifies the phenomenologist concern for 'doubt'
in his claim that:
Husserl does not mean that any claim to seeing an object
itself is beyond criticism and infallible. A particular person
claiming that such and such an object is itself given may very
well have been wrong. As critics may be able to demonstrate,
he or she may have been hasty or lazy in the exercise of his
or her cognitive povrersr so that more inquiry is called for.
35.

22 *See Sternlieb, George "Seven Hi1ls on The Way To The
Mountain: The Role Of Planning And Planners" in Burchell and
Sternlieb Op. cit. 297-309 for criticism of modern planning
based on análytical tools, mathematics and planning elitism
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and value which "in the name of the norm of value...are kept

apart and considered to be (logically) heterogeneous,u23 is
erroneou=.24 Human 1i

a 'lunar landscao"'25

through such headings as "Numbers Do Not Read Themselv€s',,
"Have Regression WiIl Travel", "How High The Silhouette?,' and
"A World I Never Made".

fe is not analogous to the barreness of
or the strict operationalization of a

)?'" Jung Op. cit. 159. *See Jacob Bronowski's: The Common
Sense Of Science Harmond University Press CambriEge Mass.
fl; s"1."." end H"*." v ttarpèr & Row N.y. (1t65), and
The Ascent Of Ì'lan British Broadcasting Corporation London
@rtance of the accumulated, conmon sense
knowledge in planning principles, rationales and standards.

atlz'' *Taylor notes, for example, that intersubjective
meanings expressed in the language and descriptions
constitutive of institutions and practices, "do not fit into
the categorical grid of Ithe] mainstream.... This allows only
for an intersubjective reality which is brute data
identifiable. Any description of real-ity in terms of meanings
which is open to interpretive question is only all_owed
into...scientific discourse if it is placedr âs it v¡ere, ín
quotes and attributed to individuals as their opinion, belief,
attitude." Taylor, Charles "fnterpretation And The Sciences
Of Man" in Carr, David and Casey, Edward S. eds. Explorations
fn Phenomenologyt Papers Of =The S

on the fielã of potiticãI science. See
also, Faludi, Andreas Planqi¡g_Jh,gcrI Pergamon press Oxford
(1973 ) especiatly on ffiis discussion of thepolitical implementation of survey data in Great Britain.

25 *Baum claims that the "technical-political debate is
a contest between two hypothetical worlds in which the
protagonists of each argue that planners shourd attempt to act
as if the particular assumptions of their world were true....
The technial landscape is l-unar; all settings look pretty much
the same. " Baum, HoweII S. "Caring For Ourselves As A
community of Planners" Journal of The American planninq
Association 56 1 (gfinter
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computer.26 rnstead, in phenomenology, there is

of a pure ego raLher than an empirical ego.27

the realm of pre-conceptual (i.e. pre-scientific) intuited

phenomena can access be made to the pure presentation of the

phenomena of consciousness.

Thus, it is erroneous to attempt proof of the existence of a

natural (mundane) world

phenomena. Any

"inevitably to the wefl-known epistemological problem which

was formulated for the first time by Descartes ."28 The notion

of a "disembodied consciousness Ias in Cartesianism] is an

essential absurdity."29 A= Zaner claims:

separation ot

recognition

OnIy through

26 *rhi" is a common criticism. Jung states , for example,
that: "Phenomenology has now shown conclusively, I think' the
qualitative differences between the information-processing of
a computer (which, by the wâlr must have a'body' in order to
'think') and the intelligence of a fully embodied agent....
Because it I the computer ] is capable of handling only
'unambiguous, completely structured information', the machine
is incapable of handling the ambiguous and 'i1I-structured
data' of the human daily life-world." Jung Op. cit. 170-171.

outside immediately intuited

subject and

27

Method? "

28 Kockelmans, Joseph J. The World In Science And
Philosophv The Bruce Pubtishing
G9E9):-i40-r41. *see also, stroh, Guy w. "The Concepts Of
Mind And Spirit In The Philosophy Of James K. Feibleman"
Tulane Studies In Philosophy 25 (1976): 79'81 on the

29 Zaner, Richard M. The Í,lav of Phenomology: Criticism
As A Philosophical Discipline Pegasus N.Y. (1970): 130.

object leads

Van de Pitte, ¡,f. M. "fs There A Phenomenological
l'letaphilosophy 8 1 (January 1977)z 29.
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The 'empiricist' feature of Husserl's philosophy
consists in this: that this philosophy insists that
positing anything beyond all possible experience of
any kind is sheer nonsense, and that it is to the
'things themselves' of experience, and precisely as
experienced ( in whatever !üay) , Lhat one must
ultimately appeal for all evidence and knowledge.
But it is a 'new' empiricism, because 'experience'
has been critically disclosed as manifestly richer
and enormously more stratified and differentiatçfl
than any tradition empiricism understood it to be.""

In short, the world is not of objects independent of humans

who experience them, nor subjective experience independent of

objects, events, and activities. Phenomenology's perceptual

model is therefore:

not that of a container with an 'inside' and an
'outside,' hooked up by wires to receive messages
from the 'real' world, nor is it the consequence of
a separation between mind and body, a case stil-I
pending before the philosophic domestic relations
court. Rather, for phenomenology, consciousness is
conceived of as a unity in which the 'subjective'
is already in direct connection with the objects of
its intentional concern because those 'objects'are
parts of the unified structure of the streams of
consciousness--not 'things' but meant correlates of
the acts which intend them. To turn to
consciousness, then, is to locate the essential
features of meaning-structures whose universality
is guaranteed, in part, by the fact that no
predication of existence, ontological status t ot
psychological specificity is either being maqq or
is at issue in the phenomenological attitude."'

30 Zaner op. cit.
Phenomenology" 140.

3r Natanson op. cit.
Essays In Memory Of Alfred

"On The Sense Of llethod

Phenomenology And Social Realitv:
Schutz 111-112.
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2. The Common Sense Approach

Phenomenologicar inquiry is a primordiar glance through the
everyday eye.32 ¡,t"tt"rs of thought are simply accepted without
the intimation of serious question with everything holding
equally well from the standpoint of others. The intentional
perception of images and language through terms such as

" topeness ' , 'presence' , 'encount€f t , 'dialogug' rt 33 is neither
a kind of private knowledge with regard to oneself nor an

inference with respect to the purely subjective psychological
states of other=.34

Thus, 'knowing'

from believing

11Jz *See Bossert, philip ,l . ,' 'plato's
Phenomenology" in Hamrick Ob. cit. 63-64.

is accomplished

in the world and

33 Kockermans op-. cit. 155-156. *Much of this points toexistentill ph.eiromeñõtõgy. See, especially: Langan, T-homas TheMeaninq of Heigegg_er! A crirical study öf An Éxistentijrlst
egan paul ronffi

9p:=g! ; FoLtz, Bruce v. "on Heidegger And The tnterpretationof Environmental crisis" Envì.ronmentat Ethics 6 (wint'er r9g4):323-338; Westra, Laura ger And FutureGenerations'l Environmentar Ethics 7 (winter-Íles¡: 34r-364;¿v - fRadloff, eer Heidegger" University Of
TgIgnt_o_Qua_rterIy. p7 _4. (Summ_er rgBB): S6t-5e 3, aiãTurwIËõEl

through dissociating oneself

in the status of mental life

Aron "Problems or The Life-worrd" in Natanson op. cit.
Ehgnomenol-ogy And Sociat n"g1itV, e"=uy" rn ¡t.
Scnu

34 *g*i"tentiat phenomenology rfalls squarely within the Lraditiõn
See, Attig Op. cit. I76.
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as itself in the world.35 rt is únformalized, varied and

without preconceptions :

lWle can intend it Iphenomena] emptily, simply
referring to it in a way that invol_ves nothing móre
than understanding the words \^Je use; or we can
imagine it, thereby illustrating our intention to
ourselves; or we can see a picture of it, so that
it is again illustrated, but this time bv means ofperceiving an object (the picture) othef than the
one we intend; or we can infer its existence whether
by interpreting some conventional sign or drawing
a causal inference, where again our inference is
based on some object other than the one we inLend;
or f inaIly r ir/ê can just see it, or touch, hear,
smell or taste it, in which case our relation^to theobject is not mediated by some other thing.Jb

ïn short, the "Husserl-ian phenomenologist adopts as his fixed
policy an attitude of neutrarity, or self-restraint, vis-a-
vis his own continuous berieving in...particular intramundane

things intended to and toward the worl-d as a whole ."37
Perceptuar experience supplies the given or the most basic
sel-f -evidence. Experience in the everyday world ',wi11 be

reliable and the symbors engendered will truly refer to the
known. . . in truth. "38 common sense knowredge, therefore,

35 Cairns, Dorion ,,What Is phenomenology?,, in zaner IRichard M. and rhde, Don phenomenotogy end Existentialism G.P. Putnam's Sons N.Y. (1973): 44.
aÊ.Jv carr, David "phenomenorogy And Relativism" in Hamrick

Op. eit. 24.

37 Cairns op. cit. 42.
?a-" Voegelin Op. cit. 186.
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becomes a matter of "decidedly practical import,'l39 in which

scientists must start with unexplicated and perhaps

inexplicable assumptions of knowledge until proven otherwise.

The canons of objectivity are relaxed in the assumption that

the "more disciplined, the more rigorous the effort to apply

the standard of scientific objectivity in...research becomes,

tenuous grows the connection between the theoretical ideas and

interest that motivate the research, and its executio¡."40

3. The Open-Minded Method

In phenomenology, phenomena are taken as they are in various

ways without presuppositions' assumptions, theories, beliefs

or prejudices. Consequentlyr "phenomenological inquiry begins

in sil-ence. This silence represents a struggle to 'see' the

phenomena as clearly as possible and as these are given in

immediate experience, in oners own consciouSness of those

things. "4r

glithout preconceptions r phenomena are viewed 'open-mindedly r 42

in Psathas Op. cit. 110.

ao i¡io. r-r6.
4r Psathas op. cit.
42 *Ph"nomenologists

mindedness' including a
'free variation' .

39 Bittner, Egon "objectivity And Reatism In Sociology"

" Introduction'r 13.

use interchangeable terms for 'open-
'phantasying ego' and viewing with
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in "an infinitely open multiplici ty"43 o, "variegated range

of attention, going from rich and dramatic envisagement to

highly abstract and unlikely possibilities and resultants ."44

Nothing is perceived as set or concrete. That "which is
actually perceived as real- and that which is more or less

clearly co-present but equally taken to be real, are partly
permeated and partly surrounded by a dimly apprehended margin

of indeterminate reality which I Isubject] call the worId."45

4. The GoaI Of Typification

The goal of open-minded perception is to discover the

typification or essence of phenomena. In the absence of
preconceptions, various interpretations are possible to
discover commonplace features of phenomena. Essential features

determine what make the phenomena what it is "without whieh

the thing or event could not exist. "46 If the process

"discloses that a particular feature is invariably present in
all imagined examples, then an essential feature is thought

/1 2=" Casey, Edward S. "Memory And Phenomenological Method,'
in Hamrick Op. cit. 44.

44 Natanson 9p:-S¡-I-._ PhenomenoLogv And Social Reality:
Essays In Memory Of Alfred Schutz I07.

45 Kocklemans op. cit. I36.
46 Farber Op. cit. "Values And The Scope Of Scientific

Inquiry" 11.
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to have been discovered."4T

The discovery of typical features is the pivotal element of

Husserl-'s attempt to transform philosophy into a rigorous

science. In contrast with traditional science's method of
studying empirically defined objects, describing their
particulars and forming generalizations to all occurances of

a type or classr phenomenological analysis seeks to "develop
more abstract formulations as in ideal-typical-analyses."48

As Voegelin claims:

lA Subjectl wilI put his imagination to further work
and surround the imaginary self with an imaginary
reality apt to confirm the self in its pretence of
reality; he will create a Second Reality, as the
phenomenon is cal-l-ed, in order to screen the First
Reality of conmon experience from his view....
First, on the leve1 of contents, a reality projected
by imagination may deform or omit certain areas of
reality experienced; reality projectB$, \,ire may sâ!r
obscures or eclipses First Reality."'

In sunmary, ideal typologies are not understood in the light
earlier theoretical ideal izations, formalizations orof

constructions of geometry and physics. Instead, essential a

prioristic particulars are discovered that typify phenomena.

This makes the "distinction between the a priori pertaining

47

48

Attig Op. cit. 173.

Psathas Op. cit. rrlntroduction" 10.

Voegelin Op. cit. 185-186.
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to the perceptual world (lebensweltliches a priori
logico-objective a priori of the exact sciences"50.

ideal types5f provide distinctions between the truth or

falsity, clarity or vagueness, compreteness or incompleteness

of phenomena in phenomenology.

5. The Method Of Bracketinq

From the above discussion of subjectivity, common-sense, open-

mindedness and typification, it is crear that Husserl $ras

highry critical of introspection other than that of the

everday world. rt was his belief that the simplicity and

originarity of the conmon everyday world was concealed under

a 'tissue of ideas'52 of mathematics and naturar- science.53

Numbers, model-s and preconceived theories hide original
phenomena. Bittner claims, for example, that the ',norm of
formalization of inference...provides that statements

involving conclusions of any kind Iof 1 objectivity is
conmensurate with the degree to which reaching them can be

mathematized...there is nothing left to the unruly factor of

) and the

In short,

¿v Casey Op. cit. 47.
ql

Natanson Op. cit. phenomenologv And Social Reality:
EeÞays In Memory Of Alfred Schutz II0.

52 Gurwitsch op. cit. 48.

53 *See also, Ducasse, c. J.
Science" The Philosophical Review 49
Ducasse c of
any facts ascertainable by ordinary

55

"Philosophy And Natural
2 (l{arch 1990): 121-141.
the natural sciences are
external perception.



subjectivity. .'54

The central task of the phenomenologist, therefore, is to

unveil the reatity of the everyday world by etiminating

reference to an "ideaI mathematical order".55 Onty what is

immediately evident to consciousness must be studied' Beliefs'

attitudes and preconceived ideas must be bracketed out and

judgement suspended.56 As Gurwitsch claims:

To arrive at it Iinner perception], all acts of
ãpprenension and interprelatioñ are disregarded and
tiräir contributions discarded, which means stripping
cultural objects of their cultural sense and human
significancã. What remains is a perceptual world'
tnãt i s to sâ! r a wor l-d g iven i n--as we have
e*fresseO it Ëefore--pristinely pure perceptual
.*þ.rience. It is not ã mathematized world' nor is
it conceived under the perspective of its po_ssible
mathematization, nor does it have the sense of being
amenable to objective sciS.ptif ic explanation of the
specific modern varietY."'

54

55

Bittner op. cit. IIÌ.

Gurwitsch OP. cit. 49.

*As Zaner contends, this attitude is essential since
ir:

56

is an 'attitude': i.e., an orientation towards
things (in the world), a way of regarding which is
not so much an explicit action as it is an implicit
informinq of our 1ives. t I I t is, moreover '' te of the fundamental'natural': i.ê. r exPressr\
tendency of consciou!ness to 'posit' or 'take a

stand tóward' whatever it encounters or experiences.
Zaner Op. ci t . "On The Sense Of l'lethod In
Phenomenology" 126.

57 Gurwitsch op. cit. 58.

56



Nothing, however, is lost in the process since reality is only

relocated within the pure consciousness of individuals. Casey

claims, for example, that we "have Iiterally lost nothing' but

have won the whole of absolute being I i.e. , pure

consciousnessl, whichr properly understoodr conceals in itself

all worldly transcendences (as international correlates of

acts of habitual validation which ideally form a unity

together ) , 'constituting' them within itself. "58

Thus, phenonenology is only concerned with attaining the

integral relationships of experienced phenomenu.59 Gurwitsch

claims, for example, that "the ye11ow color of the chair over

there is considered a property of the thing itself and is not

taken for a subjective sensation provoked by processes

describabl-e in mathematico-physical terms which inpinge upon

our sense organs."6o

In summary, the phenomenological bracketing of preconceptions

is to lead back to origins and beginnings which have become

obscured by the empirical worLd view. The suspension of

judgement leads to the understanding of objects of experience

as they be. As Casey maintains, "consciousness has a being of

its ovrn which in its absolute uniqueness of nature remains

58

59

60

Casey Op. cit. 44.

Lim And Albrecht Op. cit. 19.

Gurwitsch Op. cit. 49.
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unaffected by the phenomenological disconnection....,'61

6. The Role Of Experience

In phenomenology, experience and history62 provide a means to
verify the "character of the actuall,y experienced life-
wor1d".63 The process is one of continuously referencing the

past to confirm the typifications of phenomena. Not ,,only is
the whole continuity of pasts traditionarized, handed over to
and into one another, and upon which the present stands, but

the plastic, riving present itself is also a continuous

process of traditionalising."64 Casey claims, for example,

that:

Much depends, of course, on the phenomenon to be
interpreted: if it is perceptual, then it will be
mainly a matter of clarifying and of de-illusioning
in different modes; if it is psycho-dynamic, it will
involve recourse to free association or other bases
of interpretive insight; if it is eu1tura1, it will
requi re histor i cal/social/pol i t ical cons ideraL ions .
But whatever mode or style of interpretation ippursued, remembering witl be active and relevant.of,

Ã1v¿ Casey Op. cit. 43.
ç.)ea *Phenomenologists also term experience as a 'stock of

knowledge' or a 'tradition-alization' .

Ê'2'v¿ Casev Op. cit. 42.
64

Natanson
Memory Of

Kersten,
Op. cit.

Al f red
65 Casey op. cit. 47.

Fred "Phenomenology, History, Myth" in
Plelome=n=o=1ogy And S ity, Essays fn
Sehutz 238.
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Towards this, Husserr believed that over time, multipre modes

of experience66 sedimentize like the geological layering of
the earth's crust. As BaIIard notes:

The view that human changes collect the v¡ay
sedimentary layers do in the earth,s crust implies
the same principles that were operative in the
founding of earlier leveIs or layers of experience
as vrere operative in the later and contemporary
ones. . . . IT]he grasp is purer. . . in the sense that
it approaches the passively constituting subjective
activity which is, presumably, Å,he minimal
presupposition of any world whatever.o/

Through reference of a previous experience, a specific memory

of the past related to bear the "recollection of what lived
experience is like independent of the supervening cloak of
ideas."68 De-sedimentation becomes a form of open-mindedness

in which earrier experiences are synthesized and "present
experiences or objects refer beyond themselves to horizons of
other possibte experiences, both past and future, and other
aspects of the same objects."69 Like each note in a melody,

in which the subject links the total verse from past and

66 ettig op. cit. 169.

Reduction, fts Presupposi
Lester E. ed. Life-World

67 eulrard, Edward G.

Gurwitsch ¡¡orthîestern Unff.
Áaeu ibid.

^o 
-

v¿ Attig

"On The Method Of phenomenological
tions, And Its Future" in Embree,

Op. cit. 169.

And Consciousness: Essays For Aron
versity Press Evanston

s9

. (1972) z



future phasesr past experience becomes a "kind of background

awareness which Husserl calls retention; and future
experiences are anticipated in so-called protention. ,'70 w"grr.,
claims, for example, that:

the individual grasps the existence of remoterhorizons of nature and social life which stretch
{?r beyond the reach of his immediate view, hisdirect experience, and his active invo1vements....
If]n various degrees of vagueness, he ,knows' areashe has never seenr pÊrsons he has never met,agencies he has never visited, and so forth....
Beyond this, he is left with the 'empty' conviction
th3.t . spþçres 'must ' exist of wnicn he knows
noEn]-nq. '-

Hence' what is 'given' at a specific moment is interpreted as

a function of the temporal- context of individual experience.
Experience is a combination of undergoing and doing. rt is not
simply passive recept ion.72

Thus, in recal-1ing past experiences into new situations, the
definition of the specific situation remains 'certain' for
only the moment. As Taylor notes, "essential_ structures
ilrustrated in perception, negation, intention and fulfilment

sociology: considerations And suggestions" rn psatrrasr-ceorge
ed. Phenomenolog¿c?+jgg&Jogy: Tssues e@ .roñnwïTe

11'' Attig op. cit. 170.

60

70 Carr op. cit. zg,



in experience, etc .remain valid as determinations of
possible types of experience. while they are experienced, they
are 'certain'; and, like any mathematical proposition, they
are varid no matter what the actual worrd is like .n73 Each

situation is therefore a 'biographic situation'74 and not
something fixed. The individual ego is "in constant flux,
enriched or impovershed as the case may be by supervening

experiences ."75 Furthermore, zaner claims that:

Hence, where the principle asserts the necessitv of
'adequate observation', this must be taken Ëoth1iteraI1y and contextuaÌIy: one must 'get at' theaffairs themselves, observe them in ttie way mostappropriate to them, and what kind of obserïationis cal-l-ed for will necessarily vary according tothe nature ofryhaL we judge a6out, -believe inl or
seek to know. /

7. The Confirmation Of

Phenomenologists admit that different individuals have diverse
perceptions of experience. Each individual has a unique
perception and variations in interpretation may occur between

other individuals. This occurs since fields of perception,

73 Farber op. cit.
Motives, Methods,-Eõ ImÞ¡

ifications B

1/1t= Wagner Op. cit. 71.
75 Kersten op. cit. 243

76 zaner op. cit.
Phenomenology'' l3T.-

Social Interaction

The
ct Of

Aims Of PhenomenoL
usserl's Thouqht 67 

"

"On The

61
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individual experience and memory vary between individuals.

Given the above, phenomenology incorporates a 'publ içt77

component to confirm individuaf typifications of pheno*"tu'78

Through sociat interaction, the meaning of individual

interpretations are qualified with the private realities of

others. Natanson claims, for example' that:

The social world is an intersubjective one in
several senses: first, it is the locus of my

encounter with the 'Thou'; second, it is the scene
of my own action which is directed toward my feIlow-
men. My action reveals the world as 'ours' no less
than däes my encounter with you as my 'Thou"

As fellow-man...I can share a great. deal with the
Other: I can gain dTrect access to him as a Thou in
the We-relatíonship and I can share a certain
dimension of time through the fact that my alter
ego and I gro\^7 older together...but even in these
iñmediaciei, I do not 'become' the Other nor do I
enter mysteriously intgo his lived experience.
Sharing is not invading.'-

In short, adequate interpretation requires

of others to aid in the interpretive

7B *Natanson claims, for example, that "consciousness is
not an idiosyncratic spring to be tapped by a haphazard or
esoteric method of intuition but intentionality itself' that
;ñi"h by its very nature is as 'public_'_ and as
;iniãr=uUiective' as its intimates, mathematics and language. "
ibid. 112.

79 ibid. ro3, rro.
62
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'dialectical logic'80 of interplay between indivídua1s,

individual typifications become clarified with the consensus

of others. Kockelmans claims , for example, that despite all

differences, "vJe understand that our neighbors and I together

organize the objective, spatio-temporal world of real things

as the world-around-us that is there for alt of us to which

we ourserves also be]ong."81

In short, although the harmonious development of the

individual perceptual process can be challenged, "aS when what

we see in a display-window appears to be a living person and'

a few moments later, a clothed du**yr"B2 such diScrepancies

have "always been resolved in the courSe of perceptual

experiencer so that its coherence and inner consistency have

been reestablished by means of revisions and corrections.

Perceptual experience carries with it the horizonal

presumption (Horizont-Prasumtion) that further experience will

come into play by virtue of which all horizons wiIl be

explored, all conflicts reconciled, and the world disclosed

as intrinsically concordant (einstimmig) .''83

This concept has been explored by post-Husserlian scholars

Bo casey op. cit. 47.

81 Kockermans op. cit.
82 iuia. sg.

83 Gurwitsch op. cit.

138.

s9-60.
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including Alfred Schutz and Erving Goffman. Schutz's

phenomenology of social reality is heavily based on the

concepts of

intersubjectivity. B4 To him, meaning is subjective and

intentional but requires intersubjectivity to confirm

objectiviLy. "Each individual is continuously ordering '
classifying and interpreting his ongoing experiences according

to his own way of explaining them. "85 The intersubjective

process verifies individual interpretation similar to

Husserl's original concePtion.

sub jective meanÍIìÇ r

Erving Goffman's work al-so stands out in this discussion of

intersubjectivity. Similar to HusserI, his approach is to seek

recurrent features of 'naturaf units of interaction'86 (human

symbols and actions) and the 'normative order'87 prevailing

within and between these units (i.e. social interaction and

habits ) . He extends Husserl's conception through 'serious

act ion, and

84 *See Schutz's work in: wagner op. cit.i Natanson op.
ci t . Phenomenology And Social ReaI i ty : EssaYs In_ l,{eqtorY Of
ÃTT?ed The Theorv= o! 9ocia1 4ctÍon:
The CorresÞondence Of Alfred arsons

omington Ind. (1978) ' and Schutz's
series of Collected Papers by Brodersen, Arvid ed. I'tartinus
Nijhoff rh@

85 Lim and Albrecht op. cit. 20.

B6 Psathas, George and WaksIer, Frances c. "Essential
Features Of Face-To-Face Interaction" in Psathas Op. cit. 162.

87 iuia.
64



ethnography'BB or the

of social interaction. Similar
phenomena, Goffman clairns interaction is when an individual
engages one's naked senses of giving and receiving messages

through face-to-face communication.S9

In sunmaryr phenomenology is both

interplay of individuals provides

confirm individual understandinq.

identification of behavioral patterns

Given the above tenets of
overviews how phenomenology

to Husserlian typification of

private and public. The

a consensual means to

phenomenology, the next Chapter

can improve planning thought.

89 *rt shourd be noted that face-to-face communicationis a metaphor. As psathas and waksler state, individùãis ,,need
not see' hear t ot touch one another as long as at least oneof their naked senses is operating and they are considered tobe within sensory 

_ range or one ãnother . .-. they need not beIiteraIly face-to-face. . . . IF.]ace-to-faceness of face_to_facernteractlon is thus seen to be a metaphor rather than aliterar description of a necessary cond-ition. raãe-to-faceinteraction can occur even though uoir¡ parties are ,faceress, 
,not visible to each other, or turned awäy from each other...."ibid. l-78-r79.

BB ibid.
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ïn this thesis, utir-itarianism has been presented as the
dominant tradition underpinning the planning profession. rt
has been shown that its impact is substantial; a philosophical
credo of the 'pubJ-ic interest' and a quantitative methodorogy
to achieve it, has provided planners with direction.

From its origins, the utilitarian paradigm has also
incorporated into planning the traditional scientific methods
based on empiricism. From science, planners made decisions
based on an ethic of scientific rationarity which emphasized
'objectivity' over subjective values. The planner, it was
shownr could calculate the preferences of individuals throuqh
a simpre hedonistic carculus of the majority rure.

The impact of utilitarianism has been significant. planners
made decisions under the faith of the ,greatest happiness for
the greatest number' . l,loreover, the technical rationality of
science faciritated planners with a confidence to investigate
and measure the 'pubric interest'. As impartial decision-
makers, a rationar--comprehensive plan courd be devised.

This thesis has illustrated, however, that utilitarianism in
planning faces considerable methodological and ethical
obstacles. Measurement of the 'public interest' remains
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obscured by the limitations of information gathering and the
dynamics of human 1ife. rndividuars are not rogicar-machines
from which their preferences can be predicted. Moreover, the
utilitarian tenets of the majority good face major ethical
problems. Tt has been shown, for example, that making
decisions under a simple carcurus does not necessarily mean

that a 'right' or 'good' decision has been made.

As a resor-ve to the shortcomings of utiritarian thought,
phenomenology has been shown to provide a unique alternative
for planning. Through its tenet of subjectivism, phenomenology
emphasizes a compassionate and emphatic examination of human
life. unrike the artificiar objectivity of scientific
introspection, facts and varues are not separated. rnstead,
the subject-observer attempts to understand social phenomena
in terms of those who experience it. The perception of life
in the everyday worrd is probed in terms of conmon meanings
and terms. Judgements and bias are suspended in the
comprehension of the way individuals act in their environment
and socio-historical cu]ture. fn short, phenomenology places
a greater emphasis on humanistic understanding.

This extends further into ethics. rnstead of decision_rnaking
based on a rational-comprehensive conception of the pubric
interest, individual situations are examined in terms of their
moral worth. EthicaL issues are situationalr âs opposed to the
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one guiding hedonistic calcul-us. Through situational analysis'

moral issues can be resolved based on the merits of each

single case without the rigidity and problems of the majority

rule concept. As a departure from utilitarianism'

phenomenology can provide planning with a better understanding

of human needs, aspirations and feelings.

In spite of the above' phenomenology faces numerous hurdles

as an alternative grounding for planning. critics of

phenomenology usher two main charges: 1 ) that phenomenology

lacks a fully developed and functional methodologY, and 2)

that phenomenology lacks a means to interpret historicity'

In the first criticism, although qualitative approaches have

been used, phenomenologists do not have a formal methodology'

zaner claims, that "there can be no straightforward exposition

of this 'method', the 'taIk about' it is in the strictest

sense an appeal for its actual performance. AIl talk about it'

thus, is 'false' to the precise extent that it is not

done....,,1 rh" absence of a formal methodotogy has led some

critics to claim that the "authentic and central meaning of

Edmund Husserl's phirosophy is today stirl unknown."2 rn

short, "there are still justificatory argumentsr programmatic

I c.rr, David "History, phenomenorogy And Reflection" in rhde
and Zaner OP. cit. 161.

2 f ink, Eugen "l^lhat Does The Phenomenology Of Edmund Husserl
Want To Acóomplish?" in Sallis op. cit. 6.
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statements and exhortaLions to

of why it is important that this
claims presently stand on their

Critics also question in what sense can the examination of the

everyday world yield principles which are reaIly a prioristic.
rt remains uncrear as to how bias can be completely bracketed

out to achieve the pure typification of a phenomena. Winthrop,

for example, claims that in "what sense of this meaning of a

priori the eidetic correlates of psychologicar experiences in
the'real world'...are a fulfillment it is hard to see."5 fn
short, critics do not believe that a pristine a priori natural
attitude can be achieved without any influence of sense-

impressions. As winthrop claims, "transcendental essences, no

matter how bloodLess, from the structuring of analytic
refinements, will never possess a 'validity' I that is ]

independent of all impressions of sense where these are

essences of perceptions, judgments, and feelings, which take

their very source f rom impressions of sense.',6

" Psathas Op. cit. I'Introduction" L7.
4 *fnt.restingly, Van de Pitte claims that "Husser1 did not
live long enough to work out a methodology appropriate to the
task of criticism of transcendenLal self-experience." Op. cit.
24.

the reader, and explanations

approach be used."3 Husserl's

own without a book of rules.4

5 winthrop, Henry
Of The Empiricist
1949 ) : 63.

6 iuio.

"Phenomenologieal Method From
Bias" Journal Of Philosophy
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critics, also "agree that Husserl failed to produce a viabte
theory of intersubjectivi ty.,,7
necessarily confirmed through intersubjectivity remains
unclear. Phenomenologists have simply dismissed the omission
as "insorubre on the basis of Husser|s point of departure"S
or that Husserl- "merely postponed the transition from the
subjectivity of the lonely ego to the recognition of the
sociar other...."9 I,Íinth.op sunmarizes the problem in the
following three questions:

Ic]ertain questions have to be raised regarding theconseguences of the 'epoche' . ( I ) fs thetranscendental description of any essence to beintersubjective in the sense õr the naturar-standpoint, before it may be declared to havefinally been qualitativèry and structurallydescribed? (z) if the answei is in the negativel
how are the confricting descriptions of the essencesof the same 'reaf intentions, upon the part ofseveral- transce_ndental- 'observers' ; to be reiolved,so as to find_ the _'right' or ,most, adequate;dglcription? ( 3 ) If the answer is in theaffirmative, what are the techniques of attainintintersubjectivity in the naturaiiqtic sense forexperiences essentially'private' ?ru

How typifications are

Critics, including post-Husserlian

unclear as to why, if the

7 iuia.
B iuio.
o- Wagner, Helmut R. 'rThe Scope
Considerations And Suggestioñs"
ln¿v WinLhrop Op. cit. 65.

70
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attitude is

Of Phenomenological Sociology
in Psathas Op. cit. 63.
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intersubjective confirmation is even required. Originally,

Husserl went against relativistic notions in his claim that

the typifications of the everyday world were a prioristic or

'authentic'. Against relativism' Husserl argued that earlier

conceptions of the truth failed in their dependence on the

psychological make-up of human beings as a species (i.e.

anthroporogism) .1r

In contrast to Husserl, Post-Husserlian scholars have moved

towards relativism. Carr claims, for example, that "it may

seem surprising that later heirs to the phenomenological

tradition move steadily toward more or Iess explicit versions

of

phenomenologists leave the interpretation of phenomena open

and variable. The 'authenticiLy' or 'realness' of perception

is relegated. Instead, perceived or imagined objects are

granted the ontological status as 'reaf in a "mode of being

entertained by consciousness but not real in the sense of

being taken as actually existent or having in fact transpired

as a mundane event."13 Farber points out, for example, that

the subjective experience may be even 'unreal':

relativism."I2 In moving

11 *See Husserl, Edmund Philosophy As A Rigorous Science G.
A1len & Unwin London (I91TJ.
'ttLL Carr Op. cit. "Phenomenology And Relativism" 26.
r3 ibid. ro6.

7T
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The possibility that the starry heavens might be a
dream object t ot an il1usion, may be dismissed asof interest to philosophical neophytes a1one. Ifthe stars are dream objects, then-so is the entiresubjective realm, apart from the actual, directcontent of .u passing experience. . . . IT]he purportedpast experience may also be illusory ¡ ê, trick oftl"t" -memory., o Thus one could not claim anything
aDsotut.el-v. - -

rn further illustrating this point, Attig further adds the
example of pink rats:

But if one says that, e.g., within the hallucinatory
experience of seeing pink rats climbing the warläthe rats are taken as realr onê is describing anelement of th-e exper ience i tself , and not sa-yir,gthat, independent of t!e. experience, the rats ,eãfffexist. Thus, in describing the halrucination of thåpink rats, the existence of Lhe rats has been,bracketed 1ry" are not concerned with whether theyare real).'-

rn short, "a margin of r-atitude is left for variations,
deviations, and fructuations. "Ì6 This, hovrever, has led
critics to claim that phenomenology lacks precision.
Phenomenologists, it is claimed, have a naive trust of
superficiar observation in the absence of rigorous inquiry.
Thusr critics such as winthrop ask "can there be any meaning

to the mandate that intersubjectivity with respect to the

.1=,,tulber- op.. cit. The Aims of phenomenc:þgri The r,fotives"¡t"ttrod=, end- f *Eu"t
*- Attig Op. cit. 167.
16 Gurwitsch op. cit. 56.
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nature of essences shoutd be established?,'17

Phenomenologicar method has been criticized for its vagueness

and lack of formal rnethodologies to carry out its goal of
discovering and confirming the everyday world. ft appears

Husserl only stated his phenomenological ideals without

stating a technique at attaining them.

The second assault against phenomenotogy rests on

phenomenorogy's lack of historicity. rt has been shown earrier
that an individual's stock of knowledge provided a means to
crarify phenomena. Through the memory and recollection of
prior experiences, a present experience is made relevant. As

Carr cLaims:

Somehow Husserl wants to say both that we are always
already in the life-world--not that we have 1eft it
behind and are cut off from it by history--and, on
the other hand, that we as philosophers mr:st go
through history in order to get at the life-
wor1d.... The preconceptions deriving from our
historical situation--in our case those inherited
from the scientific tradition--stand for us and the
direct access to the essence of our 

- 
o$¡nr qxperiencethat ref l-ection was thought to provide.''

fn other words, the temporal present

synthesis of prior experiences. In
immediate temporal experience, it

T7

18

Winthrop Op. cit. 65.

Carr Op. cit. "History, Phenomenology And Reflection" l_73.

73
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individual need only to have knowledge of a previous

historical period without ever experiencing that period itself

to come to terms with present. Knowlege of prior history

therefore provides a reference for present undersLanding.

Critics, however, maintain that phenomenology is historically
naive. Since each historical epoch has its own concepts, norms

and world view, it remains an enigma as to how each epoch can

be understood in its actual- terms. This point again refers to

the critics' contention that the natural attitude is always

pervaded by some influence and is never 'bare' without bias.

Critics, therefore, do not believe that a true conception of

a historical epoch can be made. Consequently, "any pretence

toward showing the universality of a given world is dropped

altogether and the strong suggestion is made that the world

may vary, íf not from individual, then perhaps from one

community or historical period to another."l9 Carr , for
example, asks:

But how are \¡¡e able to understand Galileo's
accomplishment--we who Iive in an age so thoroughly
dominated by this thought? [We] can only succeed if
we have access not only to Galileo's intellectual
accomplishment of mathemization but also to the
worl-d which he confronted and sought to deal with
ín this way. In other words, we must place ourselves
in a world which preceded GaIileo's accomplishment
in order to be able to 'reproduce' it in ourselves
and thus to understand it in the wav it must be
understood.

10Lr Carr Op. cit. "Phenomenology And Relativism" 26.
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We are justified in continuing to seek to escape in
the sense of seeking to arrive at insights that are
not historically relative. But we must resign
ourselves to the unsettling recog4¡ition that v¡e can
never be sure we have succeeded.'"

Thus, in the examination of the everyday Iife-world,
historical ideologies may actually cover or distort
perception. Carr notes, for example, that the distinction
between the life-world and the scientifically interpreted
world is blurred "in the spel¡"2L of scientific concepts; ,'we

can no longer separate the world \{e live in or directly
experience from the world envisaged by our scientific

1.,concepts."oo This criticism has been recognized by others

including Lim and Albrecht in their claim that there are

difficulties in distinguishing presumed universal a priori
structures from those that are influenced and artered through

historical development. It is their conclusion that
phenomenology lacks a method to critically evaluate the

development of norms and values. Phenomenology's contribution,
therefore, "appears to be limited to an uncritical
interpretation of varues and a faciltiation of interpersonal

')ô" Carr Op. cit. !'History, Phenomenology And Reflection" 168,
174-I75. *It should be noted that Husserl considered Galileo's
mathematízation of nature a great achievement on its intuitive
'strangeness'. See Cahoone Op. cit. especially on page 8 for
elaboration of this point.
21 iuia. r62-L63.
22 iuia.
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processe s."23

As a solution

phenomenologists have moved towards relativism. In moving

towards relativism, objects, facts or even perception of the

world cannot be made without reference to whose objects, whose

facts and whose world. Thus, in contrast to universal claims,

cultures are examined as separate entitites. Zaner claims, fot
example, that:

to the problem of

whatever may be the modality of certainty or
uncertainty with which a particular claim is
asserted, and whatever one may say as regards its
cfarity, adequacy r or truth-value, it is doubly
contextual. Precisely to that extent, âoy clairn is
problematic. This is not to say that it is
questionable or dubious ( in the manner of
scepticism), but rather that the epistemic claim as
claim is essentially open to inquiry. It opens tiP
questions bearing on itffir contexts."*

intersubjectivity,

Thus, in accepting relativism, the perceptual world is not the

same for a1t human beings.25 Each socio-historical group is

23 Lim
24 Zaner, Richard M. "The Phenomenology Of Epistemic Claims:
And Its Bearing On The Essence Of Philosophy" in Natanson Op.
cit. Phenomenology And Social Realitv: Essavs In t'lemory Of
ÃIEe

and Albrecht Op. ciL. 22.

25 *George H. Mead has adopted this discussion of the problem
of universals in terms of the roles of the generalized other
and the 'specific other'. Apart from the generalized other
there can be no universality of a self that excludes social
status . See I'lead, George H. Mind, SeIf , And Societl The
University Of Chicago Press Chi John
"On Simmel's'rSociological Apriorities" in O'Nei11 Op. cit.
Perception, Expression, And History: The Social Phenomenoloqy
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conf ronted r^rith its cultural world which is its lif e-world,

a world apperceived, apprehended, and interpreted in a
') Ê,specific way.o' In short, atl cuttural objects are defined by

the sense embodied and embedded in them in reference to

"mental Iife, to the plans, projects, designs, intentions, and

the like of makers and users."27

fn summaryr phenomenology faces numerous hurdles as an

alternative grounding for planning. Perhaps the greatest

hurdle lies in the development of a formal methodology to

achieve its tenets. It is ironic that despite Husserl's claims

towards attaining the typification of phenomena without bias,

no means to achieve it were ever provided. Although

qualitative field work has been suggested by post-Husserlian

scholars, no adequate formula or recipe of procedures exists.
Furthermore, how the confirmation or typifications through

social interaction is done is missing. Utilitarianism, on the

other handr provides its 'greatest good for the greatest

happiness' ethic as a guide. Phenomenology has no such model.

Phenomenology has also been criticized as historically naive.

Of Maurice Merleau-Ponty especially on pages 152-153.
26 Gurwitsch Op. cit. 52. *See aIso,
"Sociological Paradigms Of Reality" in
Phenomenology, Structuralism, Semiology
Press London (1976).
27 Gurwitsch op. cit. 5I.

FiIstead, WiIliam J.
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The impact of historical infruences by various phenomena (i.e.
discoveries, ideology or worrd-views) can be mis-interpreted
in the examination of a socio-historical group. rn short, the

criticism is directed in the skepticism of bracketing bias and

judgement. critics maintain that the impact of phenomena

cannot be completely understood and that any craims of
returning to a pristine understanding of a phenomena (i.e. an

event or a particular situation) is not possible.

rn conclusionr phenomenology offers a significant humanism to
the pranning fieId. rts subjectivistic criteria provides a
different way of looking at phenomena than traditional
science. rn relegating quantification and the subject/object
dichotomy of traditional modes of inquiry, phenomenology

recognizes the rimitations and false nature of scientific
generalizations. Yet, as a new underpinning to planning, many

methodological hurdles must be overcome before a paradigm

shift is to occur.
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